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The Business Elevation Show with Chris
Cooper - Be More. Achieve More
Friday at 8 AM Pacific

Tune in
Friday at 8 AM Pacific Time on
VoiceAmerica Business Channel

April 11th 2014:The Golden Boy and The Headhunters
Are you fascinated by the secrets of people that achieve
exceptional results while others seem to struggle? Also, why
is it that our school systems don't necessarily accept and
support people who are quirky and unconventional? They then
leave and achieve exceptional results leaving their doubting
teachers looking foolish. My guest left school dyslexic and a
no hoper only to discover his natural talents led to him making
his first million at the age of 22 and over the next 10 years
becoming known in Denmark as 'the golden boy'. However
unable to cope with his success he left everything behind
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Featured Guest
Simon Steenholm
Simon was dyslexic, behind in school, and saw no future for myself. However at 22 he
made his first million due to bravery, quirkiness and being unconventional. He went
from shipping to kitchen decor, bathrooms, solariums, swimming pools, shares and
currencies, houses and buildings. Everything he touched turned to gold but his health
hit rock bottom. At 32 he ran away to travel the world for 3 years. Landing in Borneo he
stayed in the jungle with the Iban people for eight years, leaving with a son as a
completely different person. He became a keynote speaker, started 'laughter clubs'
and quit smoking courses. Set up the "Mind fitness center " losing everything he
owned. Went back to Malaysi
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